TrkA mediates an NGF survival response in NGF-independent sensory neurons but not in parasympathetic neurons.
We have investigated the role of trkA, the tyrosine kinase NGF receptor in mediating the survival response of embryonic chicken neurons to NGF. Embryonic trigeminal mesencephalic (TMN) neurons, which normally survive in the presence of BDNF but not NGF, become NGF-responsive when microinjected with an expression vector containing rat trkA cDNA. In contrast, microinjection of CNTF-dependent embryonic ciliary neurons with the same construct does not result in the acquisition of NGF-responsiveness. RT-PCR shows that injected TMN and ciliary neurons do not differ in their ability to express rat trkA mRNA or protein. The failure of injected ciliary neurons to show an NGF-promoted survival response is not due to absence of the low-affinity NGF receptor, p75, in these neurons. Quantitative PCR and immunocytochemistry shows that TMN and ciliary neurons both express p75 mRNA and protein. These findings not only provide the first direct experimental demonstration of trkA mediating a physiological response in an appropriate cell type, i.e. NGF-promoted survival of embryonic neurons, but indicate that not all neurons are able to respond to a trkA-mediated signal transduction event.